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About This Content

With BrashMonkey's Radius-Wing SHMUP Art Pack, you can mix and match 6 separate components from a large array of
designs to create a custom space ship reminiscent to those seen in classic arcade shoot-em-up games.

Once you've arrived at your ideal design, you can choose from many thousands of possible color combinations to finalize your
custom space ship. Many hundreds of thousands of possible color combinations combined with over 200 thousand possible

component combinations means the possible ship variations are nearly endless. Advanced users can even customize component
images or create custom color palettes to permanently increase the possibilities.

After just a few quick swipes of the mouse your awesome fighter-ship will take shape before your eyes in the form of a high
res, smooth 32 frame rotation animation, which you can then export for your game. Keep it large for cinematic or title-screens,
and reduce it down to create your actual in-game space-ship sprite. Use the exported frames for either full in-game barrel-rolls

or for subtle leaning as the player deftly maneuvers their ship between the onslaught of enemy fire.

With so many possible design and color combinations, you can not only create a large variety of ships for your player to pilot,
but also a whole evil armada for them to send packing back to their sector.

This Art Pack also includes an impressive assortment of player shots, mussel flashes, impact effects, explosions, force-field
effects and a collection of 3d rendered rotating power-up capsules which can be color-customized in the same manner as the

ships themselves.

With Spriter, you can creatively flip, rotate, scale and combine any of the thousand-plus images included in this pack to create
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and animate all kinds of cool stuff for your next SHMUP project.
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Title: Spriter: Radius-Wing SHMUP Animated Art Pack
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Utilities
Developer:
BrashMonkey
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Storage: 150 MB available space

Additional Notes: RAM usage requirements scale depending on the amount of graphics used.

English
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A decent DLC to be completely honest!!. This is a slider-puzzle game. There are ten stages at each level: easy (3 * 3), normal (4
* 4), and hard (5 * 5). As for the pictures, they are of anime-style girls. No real skin is shown... at least without the DLC. Thing
is, the picture is the same for all three levels. The DLC levels are topless on easy, bottomless on normal, and without (most)
clothing on hard.

Only because the price is so cheap is it... close to worth it.. It's got puzzles and bots what more do you want from a game called
Puzzle Bots!. ok so at the begining the game was ok you could actualy do something now u start a game and in 5 minutes is
game over. all buildings say under developent blah blah, u cant get any funds from research or anything as they are still under
development, in the old version they were working in the new one no chance. this game is done for ! if you try your best to play
the only money you can get are the loans but they will drain your money faster than you got them. Early access.... ♥♥♥♥ that
more like preview access as nothing is working, not even to adjust the graphics settings u cant even change from full screen to
window, the resolution.... take your mind of it its locked into a shity resolution. so yeah dont suport them anymore until they are
gonna bring something worht playing up !!. ---{Gameplay}---
\u2610 Very good
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Mediocre
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Garbage
---{Graphics}---
\u2610 Masterpiece
\u2611 Beautiful
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Decent
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Pixel Art
---{Audio}---
\u2611 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Decent
\u2610 Bad
---{Story}---
\u2610 You'll Cherish It For The Rest Of Your Life
\u2610 Epic
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Bad
\u2611 Terrible
\u2610 Doesn't Have One
---{Difficulity}---
\u2610 Super Meat Boy
\u2610 Difficult
\u2610 Normal
\u2610 Easy
\u2611 Cannot Fail
---{Game Length}---
\u2610 Endless
\u2610 Epic (200+ Hours)
\u2611 Long (60-200 Hours)
\u2610 Average (20-60 Hours)
\u2610 Short ( < 20 Hours)
---{Bugs}---
\u2610 None Encountered
\u2611 Rare Minor Bugs
\u2610 Common Minor Bugs
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\u2610 Rare Major Bugs
\u2610 Common Major Bugs

Comments:
One of the most beautiful games I've ever played. And possibly the worst Final Fantasy story I've ever seen. I know not every
Final Fantasy can be FFX, but come on, this is awful.
On a positive note, the pictures taken in game by Prompto have inspired me to take more screenshots in the future.. I am so
mixed about this game. When Colonial Conquest first came out on the Commodore 64 (in 1985 - heyoo), it was incredible, to
the extent that it remains one of my top games of all time. This version, sadly, pales in comparison. I want it to be good, but,
apart from improved graphics (not 30 years' worth, mind you), it is inferior to the original. Which is a shame. Yes I have played
a bunch of hours on it (did I mention that the original Colonial Conquest was one of my favourites?) ... but I cannot recommend
this in good conscience. The random events are a joke.

It's mindless fun. Certainly worth $5.. the bots are too hard to kill make a esay meduim and hard level for bots too much recoil
on guns guns not aructiot enuff and sniper rifle does not zoom in enuff. only 6 missions, wast of time and money. Pretty good
game, i know that there was some sort of microtransaction problems at release but those issues are over now. Great graphics,
decent fast combat gameplay, I got a nice lengthy play time for it and could easily go back to it and log more hours playing it.. If
you enjoy some diversity on your screen, then, I'd certainly say purchase this pack. The Norse models are really cool, and,
compliment the Finn, Rus, and Holy Order appearance packs quite well.
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This is a good indie horror game! :) The jumpscares always gets me! its lagy for me but maybe not for you :). It's like
steamworld dig 1 but with a more finely crafted world, more content, more freedom of movement, more puzzle levels.

The soundtrack is really good, playing around with the movement system is a blast and some puzzles require serious thought.

Took me around 10 hours to complete, definitely get this on sale.. Hexoscope has some nice simple mechanics that certainly has
some depth, but it's reliance on randomly generated boards often makes the individual puzzles feel dull and lifeless. I found that
if I got stuck I could just reset the level until a board came up that was easy to solve. I would also be given boards that were
unsolvable from the start. The random generation also really impacts the difficulty curve as you might get a real tough layout for
one level then get a real easy one for the following one. It would have been a better game if the puzzles were premade entirely
with the random generated boards being their own mode.

Still, if you're looking for a puzzle game that has some real nice music\/sound design, a great presentation, and is inexpensive
then you should consider picking this up. Just be aware that it is very possible to get lay outs that are either impossible to solve
or beyond your current understanding of the mechanics.. its is♥♥♥♥♥. amazing game man thanks. I enjoyed this simple
platformer. It has a few small issues but nothing that would steer me away from the game. As a buyer, I think this is good fun &
worth it!. A complicated, sophisticated, and education experience, though not for the faint of heart.

(SPOILER WARNING)

Graphics - 10\/10
A stunningly gorgeous game, really takes advantage of the murky jungle. Almost impossible to see anything should you venture
out into the jungle, but this only adds to the immersion

Story - 10\/10
The game seems rather open ended, and despite a short paragraph at the beginning describing why you are here, there does not
appear to be much. However, after raiding some low level bandit camps, you discover you can open a hut that contains lara,
which is one of the best twists in modern gaming - that this game is actually in the tomb raider series.

Gameplay - 9\/10
The intuitive system to load arrows is difficult to understand at first, but makes sense the more you play. You do not use arrows
from your inventory - rather, you load them from your inventory into a sort of "quiver", and from there you can fire them. there
are many shotguns around, but there does not appear to be a shotgun in the game yet unfortunately.

All in all, this game pays a brilliant homage to its predecessors, specifically the tomb raider series to which it is a sequel, and the
S.T.A.L.K.E.R. series, to which it is a spiritual successor. as a fan of the S.T.A.L.K.E.R. series, I could not wait another few
years for that teased new game, so for this to come out and so accurately recreate that feeling of terror from such classics as call
of pripyat was a breath of fresh air.

FINAL SCORE - 2\/10, may bump it up to a 10 if shotgun is added and walking speed is increased. Dont even bother, I bought
it for 2.49 on a steam sale and for the most part it was fun but the game is not worth 9.99 besides that Simcity and many other
games just like this are much better. stay away unless its %75 off.. simply amazing. This title has the potential to be great should
development be completed.
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